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Abstract 
 
 
 

The election is now over, 
The result is now known. 

The will of the people 
Has clearly been shown. 

Let’s all get together; 
Let bitterness pass. 

I’ll hug your Elephant; 
And you kiss my Ass. 

       —Hillary Clinton, 2018 
 
 

The 2016 U.S. presidential election is long over, but the will of the people is still 

being contested in the media and by many in the general public. Bitterness has severely 

divided the nation along ideological fault lines, and hugs and kisses are far from reality. 

Alleged Russian intervention in the U.S. national elections, in favor of Republican 

nominee Donald J. Trump, has been named as one of the major problems of this recent 

post-election discord across America.  

Foreign governments have intervened in the pre-election processes of other 

countries for a long time, often by overtly or covertly using economic and military 

muscle. For the first time, however, a major world power has used cyberspace and digital 

media to try to alter the outcome of elections held by another major world power.  

Digital media, especially social media, is a relatively new phenomenon. It is not 

easy to clearly associate the actions of rogue individuals and organizations who may have 

engaged in cyber espionage, coercion, and/or unlawful intervention with the specific 

policies and actions of their respective governments. For some time now, countries have 

been exploring the potential of cyberspace to extend their political, economic, and 



   

strategic influence beyond permissible and customary international law and treaties. In 

the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, U.S. intelligence chiefs, social media experts, 

political pundits, and representatives in the U.S. Congress became confident that the 

Russian government was directly involved in various attempts to influence the election 

outcome.  

I examine the principles of nonintervention and sovereignty under current 

international legal frameworks and compares current practices of nonintervention 

between countries with customary international law and treaties. The research 

specifically focuses on the role of digital media, in particular social media, as a tool for 

effective pre-election intervention in a country by a foreign government. It evaluates 

different digital intervention tactics frequently used by a foreign government while at the 

same time skirting around the nonintervention charter of the United Nations and 

customary international laws.  

 I also provide a fuller understanding of the challenges of attribution, that is, 

associating the actions of citizens with a country. I recommend steps for managing 

possible threats to the principles of sovereignty and nonintervention as they exist under 

current international legal frameworks. 
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Chapter I 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 

In recent years, powerful countries have begun to interfere in the electoral 

processes of other countries, either covertly or overtly, using economic and military 

espionage and coercion. Since the advent of cyberspace and digital media, cross- border 

dialogue between people has taken new shapes as a result of a new generation of 

platforms like Facebook, YouTube, Google, and Twitter—each managing and promoting 

information in different ways. Global norms of nonintervention have been long settled in 

Customary International Law (CIL) through various international and regional 

agreements1 and international treaties. Yet these platforms have expanded public 

engagement at all levels and increased the likelihood of some level of influence on the 

outcome of foreign electoral processes through misinformation and/or coercive 

campaigns. The U.S. has a long history of pre-electoral intervention in other countries but 

recent allegations of Russia’s use of digital media platforms, either by hacking or 

distributing fake news, raises questions about state sovereignty and non-intervention 

policies by U.N. member states. Further, the involvement of non-state shadow groups, 

                                                 
1 U.N. General Assembly, “A/RES/20/2131: Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the 

Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereignty.” http://www.un-
documents.net/a20r2131.htm. Accessed 14 November 2018; also Vienna Convention on the Law of 
Treaties between States and International Organizations or between International Organizations, 21 March, 
1986. Preamble. http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/1_2_1986.pdf ; also U.N. 
Resolution A/RES/47/130. 1992, “Recognizing that the Principles of National Sovereignty and Non-
Interference in the Internal Affairs of any State Should be Respected in the Holding of 
Elections.” http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/47/a47r130.htm. Accessed 14 November 2018.  
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like APT28 and their multi-layered tactics, have made attribution of such intrusions even 

more complicated. 

On July 27, 2016 while addressing a news conference in Florida, then presidential 

candidate Donald Trump suggested that Russia should interfere in the election campaign 

of his rival, Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton, by hacking into her email server. The 

Republican nominee said: “I will tell you this, Russia: if you’re listening, I hope you’re 

able to find the 30,000 emails that are missing.”2 Wikileaks subsequently ended up 

releasing several of Clinton’s emails along with other documents from Democratic 

National Committee (DNC) computer servers. On April 24, 2017, the campaign of 

French President Emmanuel Macron was targeted by a cyber espionage group aligned 

with Russia called Pawn Storm. Feike Hacquebord, a researcher with security firm Trend 

Micro, told Reuters: “We have seen that phishing sites were set up and the fingerprints 

were really the same actors as in the DNC breach.”3  

Interference in pre-election processes by powerful foreign countries is not a new 

phenomenon. Between 1946 and 2000, the US and the Soviet Union/Russia intervened in 

perhaps one of every nine competitive national-level executive elections and 117 foreign 

elections.4 Although most pre-election interventions were undertaken by major world 

powers like the United States and Soviet Union/Russia, it would be naïve to think they 

were the only countries that interfered either overtly or covertly in major foreign 

                                                 
2 Michael Crowley, “Trump urges Russia to hack Clinton’s email,” Politico, July 27, 2016. 

https://www.politico.com/ story/2016/07/trump-putin-no-relationship-226282. (Accessed 14 November 
2018.) 

 
3 Eric Auchard, “Macron campaign was target of cyber attacks by spy-linked group,” Reuters World 

News, April 24, 2017. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-election-macron-cyber/macron-campaign-
was-target-of-cyber-attacks-by-spy-linked-group-idUSKBN17Q200. (Accessed 14 November 2018.) 

 

4 Dov H. Levin, “When the Great Power gets a vote: The effects of Great Power electoral interventions 
on election results,” International Studies Quarterly 60, no. 2 (2016)..  
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elections. For example, in Iraq following the fall of Saddam Hussein, Iran seized the 

opportunity to extend its influence by closely aligning itself with political Shiite allies, 

including the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq and the Badr Organization, encouraging 

them to participate in every election.5 Former Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez was 

accused of meddling in at least three presidential elections in Peru.6 India has also been 

accused of securing its interest in neighboring countries through electoral intervention in 

countries like Nepal.7  

Traditionally, countries have used economic and military coercion to skew 

election results in their favor. Dov H. Levin8 provides insight into traditional methods of 

foreign interventions. Figure 1 outlines some of the overt and covert activities undertaken 

by major powers for partisan electoral intervention Levin’s list does not include 

intervention done via digital media or cyberspace, a method that has been perfected in 

recent years by Russia, China, North Korea, and the U.S. Indeed, the digital world has 

given new platforms to traditional methods of intervention as foreign powers, can hide 

behind rogue actors or non-state entities, both individuals and organizations, while 

coordinating elaborate efforts to undermine electoral processes in a foreign country—all 

done without directly being accused of violating the U.N. charter or infringing on 

customary international norms of nonintervention. 
                                                 

5 Michael Eisenstadt, Michael Knights, and Ahmed Ali, “Iran’s Influence in Iraq,” Washington 
Institute for Near East Policy. http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/irans-influence-in-
iraq-countering-tehrans-whole-of-government-approach. 

 

6 Gavin O’Toole, Politics Latin America (NY: Pearson, 2018), 273. 
 

7 James Lamont and Prateek Pradhan, “Nepal hits back at foreign intervention,” Financial Times, May 
16, 2010. https://www.ft.com/content/2c2ee906-610a-11df-9bf0-00144feab49a. (Accessed 14 November 
2018.) 

 
8 Dov H. Levin, “Partisan electoral interventions by the Great Powers: Introducing the PEIG Dataset,” 

Conflict Management and Peace Science, September 19, 2016. http://journals.sagepub.com/. (Accessed 14 
November 2018.) 
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Figure 1. Overt and Covert Activities Considered to be Interventions. 

Source: Levin, 2016. 
 

International law is clear about nonintervention by nations into the sovereignty of 

others. The United Nations Charter clearly states that it does not allow members “to 

intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.”9 

Further, in Chapter VII of the Charter, it is noted that the United Nations as an institution 

can only become involved in member states’ matters in cases of “the existence of any 

threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression.”10 In 1965, the United 

Nations adopted another resolution to further enhance its non-interventionist posture by 

                                                 
9 United Nations. Charter, Chapter 1, Article 2, paragraph 7. 
 
10 United Nations. Charter, Article VII, Article 39. 
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passing a declaration on the inadmissibility of intervention in the domestic affairs of 

states and the protection of their independence and sovereignty. That declaration states: 

No State has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason 
whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State. 
Consequently, armed intervention and all other forms of interference or 
attempted threats against the personality of the State or against its 
political, economic and cultural elements, are condemned.”11 
 

 There are also customary international norms of “non-intervention” adhered to 

generally by all U.N. member states. Nevertheless, these norms have not stopped 

individual states from interfering in each others’ internal political affairs. Customary 

International Law relies on opinio juris or general practice accepted as a law.12 Practice 

may take a wide range of forms. It can include both physical and verbal actions. 

Manifestations of general practice might include: the conduct of States “on the ground,” 

diplomatic acts and correspondence, legislative acts, judgments of national courts, 

official publications in the field of international law, statements on behalf of States 

concerning codification efforts, practice in connection with treaties, and acts in 

connection with resolutions of organs of international organizations and conferences. 

Inaction may also serve as practice. The acts (including inaction) of international 

organizations may also serve as practice.  

Disinformation or misinformation propaganda is one of the most effective tools 

used by countries to influence the outcome of elections in other nations, with the use of 

traditional media becoming a key to executing effective misinformation campaigns. 

Politics and the media are expected to work with each other in a democratic system, with 

                                                 
11 UN General Assembly, A/RES/20/2131. 
 

12 Michael Wood, “Second Report on Identification of Customary International Law,” United Nations 
Dag Hammerskjöld Library, May 22, 2014. http://dag.un.org/handle/11176/307174: 66. (Accessed 14 
November 2018.) 
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one pillar relying on the other to ensure effective public engagement in the political 

process. The rise of digital media in the twenty-first century has given birth to many 

highly effective communication and public engagement platforms, providing one of the 

most powerful tools not only to political actors within a country but also to foreign agents 

who may be determined to sway public sentiment in their favor.  
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Chapter II 
 

Research, Methodology, and Limitations 
 
 
 

My research explores the impact of digital intervention on pre-election processes 

and compares foreign interference through digital media vis-à-vis traditional methods. 

Digitally enriched countries offer their citizens appealing and unfiltered platforms for 

civic engagement as part of their commitment to freedom of speech.  

While I have conducted considerable exploratory research, my thesis focuses on 

the 2016 U.S. presidential election, and the 2017 elections in Germany and France—

especially because it is relatively easier to obtain available information about Russian 

attempts to sway those elections using digital platforms like Facebook, YouTube, Twitter 

and Google. These case studies highlight two important factors: (1) the rapidly increasing 

adoption of cyberspace, especially social media platform, in these countries, and (2) the 

realities of democratic freedom of speech. With almost 80% of U.S. adults using at least 

one social media site (see Figure 2), and a greater than 60% adoption of digital media  
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Figure 2. Percent of U.S. Adults Who Use at Least One Social Media Site. 

Source: Pew Research Center, 2018 
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platforms in Europe (see Figure 3), the U.S. and Europe have become a prime target for 

spreading fake news or hacking into the digital infrastructure. 

 

 

Figure 3. Differences in Social Media Use. 
 
Source: Pew Research Center, 2018 
 

 

The research also looks into various tactics recently used by other foreign 

countries, the ease of using these tactics, and their impact on elections in U.S. and 

Europe. Many intervention strategies rely on the mood of the pre-election political 

landscape in a country. Further, the level of political divide in a country also influences 
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whether intervention strategies by foreign powers are direct or indirect. My research will 

evaluate alleged intervention by Russia as it relates to the current international scene. 

My hypothesis is that although countries have interfered in the electoral processes 

of other countries for decades, foreign intervention through digital media has amplified 

the impact of these actions so as to influence the results of an election process while 

avoiding possible direct international action. I focus specifically on digitally integrated 

societies, in particular the United States and European countries. I evaluate the impact of 

digital intervention in the form of fake news, hacks, and cyber attacks on election 

outcomes.  

Although these platforms and public dialogues are a key part of the foundation of 

a healthy democratic society, during recent U.S. and European elections, it has been 

uncovered that foreign governments like Russia find these platforms to be effective 

weapons in altering the outcome of a nation’s election process in ways that favor certain 

outcomes. It is only when limitations are introduced on such platforms that challenges 

arise.  

Due to the secretive nature of foreign interventions, as well as the relative infancy 

of the digital media spectrum, there is not enough generally available literature and 

supporting data that focuses specifically on intervention via digital media. My research 

focuses on foreign interventions in electoral processes from 2005 to 2017—a period of 

time known for the emergence of digital boom. My goal is to offer deeper insights into 

various digital media platforms that have been used to impact electoral results. This will 

provide a better understanding of the covert actions taken by a state or a group of 

countries against another nation. Since the study of foreign intervention through digital 
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media is relatively new, my research will focus on information that is publicly available 

through various U.S. and European investigations that have been conducted on Russian 

intervention into U.S. elections.  

 

Methodology 

As part of my study of intervention in the digital world, I will explore the use of 

digital media to intervene in the pre-electoral process of a country by a foreign power or a 

non-state actor especially in the case of Russian intervention in the 2016 U.S. presidential 

elections along with some reference to the recent European elections.  

I will rely on a variety of media accounts, scholarly articles, social media 

penetration statistics, investigative journalism, government agencies’ investigation 

reports, as well as existing literature on international relations and political science. With 

the expansion of social media platforms beyond the United States, I will also explore the 

proliferation of interventionist strategies by foreign powers using digital media as a 

means to exert influence over other nations.  

 

Research Limitations 

One limitation of my research comes from the fact that all pre-election foreign 

intervention takes place covertly. No country has openly admitted or revealed their 

involvement in influencing another country’s election process, fearing that such a 

revelation could produce an opposite outcome, as well as being considered a violation of 

the U.N. Charter and customary international laws. Most of the information regarding 

foreign intervention is revealed years after the incident as part of the country’s 

investigation process that produces highly redacted declassified reports. More typically, it 
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is news reports from investigative journalism that offer some glimpses into such covert 

activity.  
The second limitation derives from the relative newness of digital media, 

especially social media platforms. Pre-election influence through digital media became 

more widely mainstream during the 2016 U.S. presidential elections. Hacking and other 

server-related attacks have occurred since the advent of cyberspace, but the proliferation 

of leaked and false information put forward by a country is, as a tool, still in the infant 

stage. Most pre-election intervention is undertaken by rogue groups like Cozy Bear, 

which are difficult to directly associate with an alleged interfering government.  

As the world increases its understanding of the power of social media to influence 

another country, my thesis could also face a third limitation in the form of generally 

accepted but unofficial/informal or even undocumented new rules of engagement that 

permit countries, under specific pretexts, to intervene in another country or respond to 

cyber aggression from a foreign power using the power of digital media.  
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Chapter III 

 
Definition of Terms 

 
 
 

AIVD: The Dutch security agency, known as the Central Intelligence and Security 

Service, in the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations. 

Cold War: The Cold War was a decades-long struggle for global supremacy 

which pitted the United States against the Soviet Union. Although some disagree as to 

precisely when the Cold War began, it is generally accepted that mid to late 1945 marks 

the point when relations between Moscow and Washington began deteriorating. The Cold 

War had lasted for 46 years, and is regarded by many historians, politicians, and scholars 

as the third major war of the twentieth century. 

Customary International Law: Law that originates from general practice, accepted 

as law, among different countries yet still considered binding by the International Court 

of Justice. Rules of nonintervention under customary international law are widely 

understood and adopted by most nations. 

 DoS: Denial of Service involves an attack on multiple connected online devices 

with the aim of generating so much fake traffic that it overwhelms a server and often 

causes it to shut down. DoS is one of the easier ways to disrupt services in a foreign 

country. It is also difficult to identify a foreign interventionist who might be behind such 

an attack, as the government may hide behind malicious individuals or pseudo 

organizations. 
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 Espionage: Usually defined as the overt or covert collection of information about 

an adversary for the purpose of benefiting the perpetrating country, 

 Fake News: A term frequently used to describe a political story that is damaging 

to an agency, entity, or person.13 Misinformation is not a new concept but the term “fake 

news” made its appearance during the 2016 pre-election campaign of Donald Trump.  

HTTP/S Floods: HTTP/S floods are a type of DOS attack that allows the attacker 

to abuse legitimate HTTP applications for the purpose of attacking a web server or 

application.14 

Phishing: One of the most common ways to defraud people by taking advantage 

of human nature and the power of the internet. According to the Federal Trade 

Commission, phishing occurs when a scammer uses fraudulent emails, texts, or copycat 

websites to persuade users to share personal information such as account numbers, Social 

Security numbers, login IDs, and/or passwords. Scammers use this information to steal a 

user’s money or identity or both.15 

Post-Modern World: In this world, many believe that the systems of the modern 

world are collapsing—but into a greater order. The post-modern system does not rely on 

balance nor does it emphasize sovereignty. The European Union is one example. 

                                                 
13 “The Real Story of ‘Fake News’,” Merriam-Webster Dictionary. https://www.merriam-

webster.com/words-at-play/the-real-story-of-fake-news. (Accessed May 28, 2018.) 
  
14 N. Jeyanthi and R. Thandeeswaran, Security Breaches and Threat Prevention in the Internet of 

Things (Hershey: IGI Global, 2017), 87. 
 
15 Federal Trade Commission, “Phishing.” https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0003-phishing. 
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Social Engineering: The act of manipulating a person to take an action that may 

or may not be in their best interest.16 According to US-CERT, in a social engineering 

attack, the attacker uses human social skills to obtain or compromise information about 

an organization or its computer systems. An attacker may seem unassuming and 

respectable, possibly claiming to be a new employee, repair person, or researcher—even 

offering credentials to support that identity.17 

SQL Injections: Hackers use SQL injections, a technique for injecting code into a 

program, which attacks a program’s Structured Query Language (SQL) based databases. 

This enables the attacker to leverage the syntax and capabilities of SQL itself. It is one of 

the most common methods for attacking a structured database.  

                                                 
16 Christopher Hadnagy and Paul Wilson, Social Engineering: The Art of Human Hacking (Hoboken, 

N.J.: Wiley, 2013). 
 
17 “Avoiding Social Engineering and Phishing Attacks,” US Computer Emergency Readiness Team (CERT). 

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/ST04-014. 
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Chapter IV 
 

A Normative Approach to Nonintervention 
 
 
 

On February 29, 2004, Haitian President Jean Bertrand Aristide tendered his 

resignation to the U.S. Ambassador in Haiti and boarded a plane to the Central African 

Republic after giving in to pressure from the United States and from local opposition.18 

Amid strong criticism from Latin American countries, the U.S. provided a pathway for a 

new government in Haiti.  

Governments around the world have grappled with strategies to expand their 

political, economic, and social influence beyond their geographical borders or to engage 

in foreign intervention to provide humanitarian relief without breaking international laws 

of nonintervention. Nations frequently condemn the actions of other countries that 

intervene in those nations’ domestic matters—even as they sometimes engage in similar 

activities themselves. Customary International Law (CIL) and treaties have long provided 

a foundation for behavior among nations,19 especially during the post-World War II era. 

However, there is a gulf between a normative approach to nonintervention and the 

realities of current practice among countries.  

Foreign intervention is not a new phenomenon. Many aristocrats, states, religious 

organizations, and individuals have interfered in other states and entities for centuries. 

The pursuit of power and national interests is often the underlying reason for most of the 

                                                 
18 Daniel P. O’Neill, “When to intervene: The Haitian dilemma,” SAIS Review 24, no. 2 (2004). 
 
19 Andrew T Guzmán, How International Law Works: A Rational Choice Theory (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2010), xx. 
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foreign interventions that occurred in the medieval and modern ages. But regardless of 

the pretext, liberal and realist scholars, such as Immanuel Kant20 and Thomas Hobbes,21 

have long sought to provide justifications for permissible and non-permissible foreign 

interference in the affairs of state.  

The concept of foreign intervention is directly related to an understanding of state 

“sovereignty.” Since their inception, sovereign states have fought to retain control over 

their domestic affairs. Although scholars believe that the foundations of the modern state 

were laid out in 1648 with the Treaty of Westphalia,22 realists like Stephen Krasner argue 

that aristocratic governments in the Middle Ages had some independence over their 

domestic affairs, and contend that the Treaty failed to fully address norms of 

nonintervention in domestic affairs.23 Later in the eighteenth century, Emer de Vattel and 

other scholars further elaborated the rules of nonintervention by explicitly forbidding 

states from interfering in other states’ internal affairs.24  

The idea of nonintervention addresses two facets: (1) the right of sovereign states 

to be recognized by other countries, and (2) recognizing horizontally aligned smaller or 

weaker countries as equals with stronger states. John Jackson, a professor of law at 

Georgetown University, states:  

                                                 
20 Harry Van der Linden, Digital Commons @ Butler University. https://digitalcommons.butler.edu/ 

cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1041&context=facsch_papers. 
 
21 David Singh Grewal, “The Domestic Analogy Revisited: Hobbes on International Order,” Yale Law 

Journal 125, no. 3 (January 2016): 560-795. (Accessed 15 November 2018.) 
 
22 James A Nathan, Soldiers, Statecraft, and History: Coercive Diplomacy and International 

Order (NY: Praeger, 2002), 1. 
 
23 Stephen D Krasner, Sovereignty: Organized Hypocrisy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 

2001), 20. 
 
24 Krasner, Sovereignty, 21. 
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The concept of equality of nations is linked to sovereignty concepts 
because sovereignty has fostered the idea that there is no higher power 
than the nation-state, so its “sovereignty” negates the idea that there is a 
higher power, whether foreign or international (unless consented to by the 
nation-state).25  
 

By the twentieth century, efforts were being made to strengthen the modern ideals 

of nonintervention as the world embarked on forming the foundations of international 

order under the League of Nations26 in 1920 and the United Nation in 1945. In its early 

years, the League of Nations made significant progress toward introducing international 

order. However, its achievements were short-lived as Europe contemplated engaging in 

the Spanish Civil War in 1936.27 To avoid direct conflict, Germany, Britain, France, the 

Soviet Union, Portugal, Sweden, and Italy all co-signed the Non-Intervention Agreement, 

in an effort to provide temporary calm in the face of looming potential conflict. Author 

Stanley Payne states:  

The Non-Intervention Agreement that all the European powers signed was 
not a treaty and hence all the more difficult to enforce. It permitted all the 
powers to avoid having to make a declaration of neutrality while they 
further refused to recognize the right of either side to the status of official 
belligerent in international law.28  
 

 The ideals of collective security introduced by the League of Nations did not last 

long before the world plunged into World War II. After the war, the League of Nation 

was terminated and its properties were transferred to a new world organization, the 
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United Nations.29 Under the United Nations, international law gave greater clarity on the 

subject of nonintervention by member states into the sovereignty of other states. The 

United Nations Charter clearly does not allow member states “to intervene in matters 

which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.”30 However, the 

charter limits permissible interventions as those taken against “the existence of any threat 

to peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression.”31  

 In 1965, the United Nations adopted another resolution to further enhance its non-

intervention law by passing a declaration on the inadmissibility of intervention in the 

domestic affairs of states and the protection of their independence and sovereignty. That 

resolution states: 

No State has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason 
whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State. 
Consequently, armed intervention and all other forms of interference or 
attempted threats against the personality of the State or against its 
political, economic and cultural elements, are condemned.32 
 

In addition, there is a customary international norm of non-intervention that is 

generally adhered to by all member states. Global multilateral and bilateral treaties are 

complemented with customary international law when it comes to maintaining the state’s 

sovereignty over its domestic affairs. Article 38 (1)(b) of the International Court of 

Justice (ICJ) underscores state practice as being part of the norms of customary 
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international law.33 Whereas treaties are signed and binding agreements made between 

signatory states, customary international law originates from “general practice, accepted 

as law”34 between different countries yet still considered binding as outlined by ICJ. The 

rules of nonintervention under customary law are widely understood and adopted by the 

states, even with varied intentions. For instance, NATO’s military intervention in 

Kosovo, although considered illegal under the U.N. charter, was widely viewed by others 

as legal under customary international law.35 In many ways, customary international law 

is more powerful and far-reaching than treaties signed between countries. Customary 

international law expands treaties to include countries that may not have ratified a 

treaty.36 Due to the rapidly growing and lasting nature of customary law, much of the 

evolving practice of nonintervention and state sovereignty can be handled by customary 

international law. 

The U.N. charter, however, has not stopped states from interfering in each others’ 

internal political affairs. Although the vertical relationship between the United Nations 

and its member states offers a workable framework for international non-intervention and 

permissible intervention under the principles of collective security, some countries, such 

as those in ASEAN and the European Union also engage in bilateral and regional treaties.  
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In 1986, the ICJ further defined the rules of non-intervention under the U.N. 

charter by stating:  

Notwithstanding the multiplicity of declarations by States accepting the 
principle of non-intervention, there remain two questions: first, what is the 
exact content of the principle so accepted, and secondly, is the practice 
sufficiently in conformity with it for this to be a rule of customary 
international law? As regards the first problem—that of the content of the 
principle of non-intervention—the Court will define only those aspects of 
the principle which appear to be relevant to the resolution of the dispute. 
In this respect, it notes that in view of the generally accepted formulations, 
the principle forbids al1 States or groups of States to intervene directly or 
indirectly in internal or external affairs of other States. A prohibited 
intervention must accordingly be one bearing on matters in which each 
State is permitted, by the principle of State sovereignty, to decide freely. 
One of these is the choice of a political, economic, social and cultural 
system, and the formulation of foreign policy. Intervention is wrongful 
when it uses methods of coercion in regard to such choices, which must 
remain free ones. The element of coercion, which defines, and indeed 
forms the very essence of, prohibited intervention, is particularly obvious 
in the case of an intervention which uses force, either in the direct form of 
military action, or in the indirect form of support for subversive or terrorist 
armed activities within another State.37 
 

According to the Report of the International Commission on Intervention and State 

Sovereignty, states have a duty of nonintervention in other states’ internal affairs, and 

every state has a right to defend its territorial integrity and political independence.38  
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Coercion Under Customary International Law 

Coercion is defined as the effort to get a state, the leader of a state, or a group to 

do something it does not want to do.39 In a bilateral and multilateral international 

relationship, states deploy both cooperative and coercive tools to gain political and 

economic influence in other countries. Economic and military power can be used as an 

aid or as a threat to gain a desirable international outcome. Article 16 of the Charter of 

the Organization of American States (OAS) states: “No State may use or encourage the 

use of coercive measures of an economic or political character in order to force the 

sovereign will of another State and obtain from it advantages of any kind.”40 However, 

international custom has understood and adopted the use of both cooperative and coercive 

nature of state powers. The challenge with International Customary Law is that although 

states accept it as law, its interpretation is subject to the state’s own understanding and 

convenience as it originates from the organic actions of states over time.41  

Some scholars believe that coercion has no illegal nature as it originates from 

common human behavior in general life, and therefore has no normative significance in 

international customary law.42 According to Tom Farer, some advocate that coercion is a 

direct violation of U.N. Article 2, Section 4. Douglas Rushkoff argues that everything is 

coercive. He says: “The fact is, everything is coercive. . . . There is nothing wrong with 
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attempting to sway others to our own way of thinking, especially if we truly believe we 

are right. It’s how relationships, families, businesses and societies improve themselves.”43 

Countries like the United States have used economic and military coercion as an 

effective tool to advance their international agenda. As part of acceptable customary 

international law, economic coercive actions such as embargo were implemented against 

Cuba, Iran, and North Korea by the international community. The ICJ, through its 

decision in 1986 on United States v. Nicaragua, made clear that economic coercion is not 

in accordance with customary international law.44  

 Economic sanctions are considered one of the most potent coercive tools at the 

disposal of UN Security Council as well as individual states. Although the Security 

Council decides on the scope and scale of sanctions in response to a perceived threat to 

international peace and security, some states and regional organizations introduce 

individual sanctions in addition to or in the absence of Security Council-led coercive 

sanctions. Natalino Ronzitti concludes: “Economic pressures do not necessarily violate 

international law, and they do not trigger responsibility if they do not infringe customary 

or conventional norms.”45 

  Despite the controversial nature of coercion under customary international law, 

states have employed coercive actions to benefit their state interests in order to extend 

their strategic objectives. However, its important to realize that unilateral economic, 
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military, and political coercive actions taken in response to probable aggression should be 

within the boundaries set forth by the customary law, and their legality can be determined 

by the nature of each coercive regime.46 

 

Espionage and International Law 

Former U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower said, on May 11, 1990: “The 

position of the United States was made clear with respect to the distasteful necessity of 

espionage activities in a world where nations distrust each other’s intentions.”47 As one of 

the world’s oldest professions, espionage is usually defined as overt or covert collection 

of information about a country’s adversary for the purpose of benefiting the perpetrating 

country. During information-gathering operations, uniformed personnel who are caught 

behind enemy lines during war are treated under international law.48 Similar activities 

undertaken by non-uniformed personnel are treated by their captors under their domestic 

laws. In an article on espionage, Beim Jared states:  

The simplest and most effective enforcement mechanism often is domestic 
law. A government can take measures to enforce a prohibition of 
espionage within its own borders, and none of the above is to say that 
peacetime espionage violations would not be enforced in this way. 
However, the specific nature of espionage often precludes enforcement by 
domestic law, especially in instances where physical agents manage to 
escape a target country.49  
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Due to the unregulated nature of espionage, there are varying opinions among 

legal experts about the nature of peacetime espionage under international law and the 

subject is widely contested among scholars. The Vienna Convention on Diplomatic 

Relations states that diplomats cannot interfere in the domestic affairs of their host 

country.50 Taking a current example, Edward Snowden (accused of espionage and 

currently living under asylum in Russia, leaked information that not only revealed a U.S. 

espionage program focused on gaining insights about the leadership of allied countries,51 

but his action also brought into focus a conversation about current tangible practice 

against both international customary law and treaties.52 Since there are no formal 

customary laws or treaties that exclusively forbid espionage, due to the Lotus principle 

developed by the Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ),53 countries actively 

engage in peace-time espionage.  

From economic to political espionage, countries strive to gain competitive 

advantage, and such activities cannot be deemed justifiable under the principle of self- 
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defense. However, many scholars believe that the act of espionage, especially during 

peace time, is in direct violation of the principle of state sovereignty.54  

 

State Responsibility for Violations by Non-State Actors 

International law holds states accountable for violations by non-state actors if 

such actions are directed or controlled by the state. In the absence of a legal framework, 

states can escape accountability by hiding behind non-state actors. Robert Kolb notes: 

“The State could escape responsibility by merely indicating that these persons are not 

its de jure organs or agents, and even more, a State could covertly have recourse to 

such de facto organs and agents in order to avoid international responsibility.”55 

Therefore, control lies at the center of the challenge of where attribution lies. Kristen 

Boon argues that effective control as a de facto standard for the secondary rules of 

attribution is waning, despite the ICJ’s affirmation of effective control in the Bosnian 

genocide decision.56 Article 8 of the UN General Assembly’s “Responsibility of States 

for Internationally wrongful Acts,” also emphasizes a state’s control over its organs to 

prove state attribution.57  
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Attribution of possible illegal activities by citizens of a state has become a 

challenge in the rapidly evolving digital world. Although customary international law 

regarding a state’s responsibility extends to cyber activities,58 the actions of non-state 

actors or citizen-activists pose a challenge to clearly attributing an activity in cyberspace 

to a specific state. The Tallinn Manual 2.0 on cyber operations helps explain the 

challenge of attribution based on the concept of a state’s effective control.59 The Manual 

states: “In the context of unilateral self-help measures, the reality is that states must make 

exante determinations with respect to attribution of a cyber operation to another State 

before responding.”60 

The International Law Commission struggled with this issue when drafting the 

Articles on State Responsibility, but did not express a definitive position.61 Identity 

masking and use of multiple bypass methods by the alleged cyber attackers make it very 

challenging for a state to undeniably attribute an individual’s actions to a state. The 

challenge of having the ability to clearly attribute a cyber attack to a state kept Iran62 and 

Estonia63 silent when their infrastructures experienced cyber intrusions. However, with 

technological advancements and traditional intelligence networks, some countries like the 
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United States, recently have developed the ability to attribute certain cyber attacks 

against its infrastructure to the actions of a hostile government. 
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Chapter V 
 

Current Practice and the Normative Approach 
 
 
 

The International Court of Justice’s judgment rendered in Nicaragua v. United 

States has significant value for understanding the principles of sovereignty and 

nonintervention in customary international law. The court made it clear that the principle 

of nonintervention relates to both internal and external affairs of states.64 Determining 

political, economic, and social outcomes falls within the realm of internal affairs, and 

foreign intervention in the form of direct military intervention or indirect coercive 

intervention is wrong and against customary international law and treaties. Denise 

Raynova wrote in a report: “Perceived challenges to state’s interests, disruptions to power 

balances, or challenges to the political status quo can become reasons to intervene in the 

internal affairs of other states despite the norm against it.”65 

 Despite global agreement on the U.N. charter of nonintervention in the internal 

affairs of member states, powerful states have been overtly and covertly interfering in the 

political processes of other states as a way to secure their strategic interests. Cyberspace 

has brought new dimensions to foreign interventions as countries now frequently attack 

each other’s domestic digital infrastructure as part of coercive espionage campaigns or to 

directly sabotage a victim’s digital infrastructure. The launch of Stuxnet to damage Iran’s 
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nuclear infrastructure66 is one of thousands of examples of cyber attacks aimed at 

impacting the social, economic, military, and political outcome in a victim country. 

Recent mistrust between Russia and the West originates from alleged Russian 

interference in U.S. and European elections, which directly violates the 

noninterventionist principle.67  

 

Foreign Intervention by Major Powers 

Ever since legal scholars like Grotius and Suarez introduced the principles of 

foreign intervention in the fifteenth century, the methods used to intervene in foreign 

countries have become more complex.68 From clandestine operations by the U.S. in 

Nicaragua (1984) and Spain (1930),69 to Russian military support given to rebels in 

Georgia and Ukraine, major powers—and regional powers like Iran, India and the United 

Kingdom—in violation of the customary international law, have tried to interfere in the 

political processes of other countries. The frequency of such actions has increased 

significantly due to competitive elections worldwide. Cornell University’s post-doctoral 

fellow Dov Levin states: “Attempts by a great power to meddle in an election of an-other 
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country in favor of a particular candidate or a specific party may shape electoral 

outcomes.”70 Some examples of intervention by major powers are given below. 

In 1948, U.S. intervention in Italian elections was a bold attempt to steer election 

results to favor the Christian Democrat candidate, which resulted in their win against the 

Communist party. The U.S. poured more than $65 million into psychological warfare on 

behalf of the Christian Democrats between 1948 to 1968, with the U.S. threatening to 

withdraw economic and military assistance if the Communists were elected.71 Since that 

time, the Christian Democrat Party remains as one of the major political powers in Italy.72 

The U.S. government established a close relationship with Thailand’s government 

during the Vietnam war, launching almost 80% of U.S. strikes and covert operations in 

Vietnam from the U.S. base in Thailand. In return, the Thai military and government 

officials received millions of dollars in funding between 1950 and 1975.73 During the 

1969 Thai elections, the U.S. government heavily favored the UTPT party by spending 

millions of dollars before the elections to improve the party’s chances of winning.74  

U.S. intervention in Thailand’s election process did not end with the Vietnam 

war. According to the Center for Research on Globalization, while many conversations 

have been held about Russian meddling in the 2016 U.S. elections, the U.S. is today 

trying to influence Thailand by funding their media organizations to call for protests in 
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the favor of earlier elections. With direct funding through National Endowment for 

Democracy (NED), U.S. hopes to get its proxy, Thaksin Shinawatra, and his Pheu Thai 

Party (PTP) in power.75  

Latin America has also seen a fair amount of overt and covert U.S. interventions. 

Consider the U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic in 1965;76 the U.S. invasion of 

Grenada, ordered by President Ronald Reagan in 1983;77 and Operation Just Cause in 

Panama at the end of 1989;78 in each instance, the U.S. openly brought its allies to 

political power in these countries.  

Russia has used a mix of military and economic power to influence elections in 

the former Soviet republics of Ukraine, Georgia, and Crimea. In early 2014, while hiding 

behind the Ukrainian parliamentary decision to repeal the official status of the Russian 

language, Russia took military steps to annex Crimea from Ukraine. Also, to support the 

Russian population residing in Ukraine, the Kremlin poured military might into its border 

with Ukraine.79 In August 2008, the pro-West government of Georgia sent troops to its 

breakaway region of South Ossetia. To support South Ossetia and Abkhazia, Russia took 

military action against Georgia, resulting in the independence of both regions. According 
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to Dov Levin, the U.S. and Russia have both interfered in the electoral processes on every 

continent except the countries of Oceania (see Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Intervention by the US and USSR/Russia in Foreign Countries. 

Source: Levin, 2016.  

 

In the past, countries like United States and Russia may have used traditional 

coercive techniques to interfere in the internal affairs of foreign countries. But with the 

expansion of cyberspace, well-equipped countries now use coercive cyber attacks and 

digital media campaigns to influence the political outcome in other countries which may 

be in direct violation of customary international law.80  
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Risks of Cyberspace 

Sony Pictures released a movie named “The Interview,” a story about two young 

Americans going to interview a North Korean leader, but in fact they were hired by the 

CIA to assassinate President Kim Jong Un. Soon before the was movie released, alleged 

North Korean operatives hacked into Sony Pictures servers and threatened to release their 

internal emails. In retaliation, the U.S. government is alleged to have taken down internet 

access for all computers in North Korea.81 The moves were a blatant violation of 

customary international law, and once again highlighted the dangers of cyber warfare, 

especially cyber espionage.  

Cyber interference does not stop with private corporations. In new threats to the 

principles of sovereignty and nonintervention, countries have tried to extend their 

influence through a variety of powerful tools including digital media, denial of service, 

and hacking. Scholars generally believe that cyber espionage or attacks violate 

international laws; however, it is a challenge to associate such actions with exact law in 

the international arena.82 

The advent of digital media in cyber sphere has pushed pre-election conversations 

among citizens and communities outside the realm of traditional media by providing 

opinion platforms capable of spreading the message without any barriers. World powers 

view platforms like Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram as powerful tools for 

spreading the message of democracy and helping to bring social change across the 
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borders without government restrictions. Social media-powered political activism has 

been hailed as a major power behind confronting social conformity,83 achieving 

democratic development and political change,84 and a powerful agent for driving out 

corruption,85 bigotry, and lies. It seems clear that countries with higher public penetration 

into digital infrastructure and access to open internet, pose greater challenges for 

information security.86  

According to Pew Research, more than 79% of American adults now use social 

networking sites, up from 7% in 2015,87 with more than 1.8 billion active monthly users 

worldwide on Facebook.88 Users spend an average of at least 50 minutes89 each day on 

social media platforms. The proliferation of social media platforms among millenials has 

encouraged political activists to gravitate toward these platforms as another successful 

method for spreading their message. On one hand, Western countries like the United 

States have promoted the use of social media platforms and supported adoption of the 

internet in countries with oppressive regimes, thus igniting public uprisings like the 
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Orange Revolution in Ukraine (2014)90 and the so-called “Arab Spring” in several 

Middle East countries (2011).91 On the other hand, open digital platforms in Western 

countries have exposed those countries to foreign coercive campaigns while frequently 

violating customary international law.92  
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Chapter VI 
 

Methods of Digital Intervention 
 
 
 

 U.S. presidential elections in 2016 revealed the alleged involvement of a major 

foreign power in the country’s national elections. This may not be the first time a foreign 

power became involved in the pre-election process of another country, but it surely 

highlighted new tactics, using social media with brazen sophistication. Hillary Rodham 

Clinton, 2016 Democratic presidential candidate, argued:  

The real news, however, was that the Russian intervention had gone far 
beyond hacking email accounts and releasing files. Moscow had waged 
sophisticated information warfare at a massive scale, manipulating social 
media and flooding it with propaganda and fake news.93 
 

The candidate choices available to the American populace was not usual. As 

voters sought to identify difference between the two candidates, they were influenced 

(overtly and alleged covertly) by a series of social media campaigns specifically focused 

on undermining the Democratic candidate, Hillary Clinton. Media has always taken 

center stage in every national political campaign as a way to expand ideological influence 

and control.94 However, digital media has blurred the boundaries behind the spread of 

some ideological messages. 
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Special Counsel Robert Mueller, in his February 2018 indictment of 13 Russian 

individuals and organizations stated: 

Defendants, posing as U.S. persons and creating false U.S. personas, 
operated social media pages and groups designed to attract U.S. audiences. 
These groups and pages, which addressed divisive U.S. political and social 
issues, falsely claimed to be controlled by U.S. activists when, in fact, they 
were controlled by Defendants. Defendants also used the stolen identities 
of real U.S. persons to post on organization-controlled social media 
accounts. Over time, these social media accounts became Defendants’ 
means to reach significant numbers of Americans for purposes of 
interfering with the U.S. political system, including the presidential 
election of 2016.95 
 

Rival countries have used several tools to infiltrate each other’s digital 

infrastructure. From stealing commercial secrets, intellectual property, and trade secrets 

to gaining insight into government operations, adversary countries often focus their direct 

and indirect attacks on each other. The rapid adoption of digital platforms to manage 

daily lives, communication, dialogue, and information storage (48% of these services are 

delivered via cloud96) also provides ample opportunity for cyber hackers to steal or alter 

information for their benefit. According to an IRTC data breach report, 177,866,236 

individual records were exposed due to hacking activities in 2015.97 

A great many digital threats come from individual cyber hackers and groups. But 

due to the ambiguous nature of these groups, some states have leveraged their capabilities 

to extend their strategic goals. Groups like Anonymous, Computer Chaos Club, OurMine, 
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Syrian Electronic Army, and LuizSec98 are just few of many that are testing the world’s 

digital infrastructure every day. 

  

Distributed Denial of Service Attacks 

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks occur when multiple connected 

online devices (usually known as ‘bots” try to generate so much fake traffic that it 

overwhelms the server of the target site, causing it to shut down. DoS is not only one of 

the easier ways to disrupt services in a foreign country, it is also difficult to link a foreign 

administration as the source of such attacks, particularly when that government may hide 

behind individuals or pseudo organizations. According to Verisign, a leading internet 

security company, DDoS attacks have rapidly increased and are becoming more 

sophisticated (see Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Increasing Size and Sophistication of DDoS Attacks. 

Source: Verisign, 2016. 
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DDoS attacks are not new to cyber attackers who use machines or network not 

available to users to flood a site with fake requests. This tactic has been used by every 

web-enabled nation against its adversaries’ digital infrastructure. For instance, Russian 

servers have been linked to DDoS attacks on the financial networks of Netherland, 

Crimea, Malaysia, and Kazakhstan,99 as well as the government and business 

infrastructures of its former republics of Estonia, Georgia, and Ukraine.100 The 

governments of China and the U.S. have also accused each other for similar attacks on 

their respective infrastructures.  

 

DDoS Attacks During Elections 

During the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, cybersecurity firm Flashpoint 

reported: “Between 16:20 UTC on November 6, 2016 and 8:19 UTC on November 7, 2016, 

four 30-second HTTP Layer 7 attacks targeted the campaign websites of presidential 

candidates Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton.”101 Although the unsuccessful attacks seemed 

to be carried out by an individual, they appeared to be a part of a larger plan to influence the 

elections. Hackers like Jono Gaukster went open with their intentions (see Figure 6). During 

the election campaign, many private companies like Twitter, PayPal, and Spotify were 

attacked, and users complained they could not reach news organization like CNN, New 

York Times, Yelp, and Wall Street Journal. In 2017, the French media experienced a  
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Figure 6. Twitter Feed from Possible Cyber Attacker 

 Source: Twitter 

 

DDoS attack that caused a brief shutdown of French newspaper sites including Le 

Monde, Le Figaro, L’Equipe, Le Nouvel Observateur.102 In 2011, Russian media 

experienced a series of DDoS attacks against its opposition media and blog sites.103  

 Since then, countries have used DDoS attacks to affect other digital infrastructure 

as well. A successful DDoS attack can take down online voting machines, which are used 

by five U.S. states. Such attacks can also disrupt the voting process by targeting the voter 

registration system. 

 

Server Hacks 

Since the advent of the digital age in the twentieth century, malicious individuals 

and entities have continuously attacked servers to gain illegal access to user data. In the 
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beginning, business and public secrets were subject to hacking, but more recently hacked 

information has been used to influence public opinion in a major election, with a cyber 

attack happening every 39 seconds.104 By hacking into servers or data storage devices 

through web floods, phishing, SQL injections, and social engineering (among others), 

hackers illegally gain access to sensitive private information and use that information to 

either blackmail or influence the subject.  

Fears of cyber espionage have recently increased as China and Russia have 

improved their cyber-intrusion capabilities. Chinese hackers, backed by the Chinese 

military, allegedly gained entry into U.S. power systems and left behind software capable 

of sabotaging the infrastructure.105  

 

Hacking During U.S. Elections  

 March 19, 2016: John Podesta, then-chairman of Democratic presidential 

candidate Hillary Clinton’s campaign, received an email from “Gmail Team” asking him 

to reset his password. Podesta, on the advice of his technology team, resets his password 

through the provided link in what turned out to be a phishing email. With Podesta’s click, 

the Democratic campaign was revealed, laying out the foundation of their defeat in the 

2016 presidential election. U.S. intelligence later concluded that a typo-laden email was 

part of an elaborate hacking campaign designed by the Russians.106  
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 Three months later, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange admitted that he planned 

to publish Hillary Clinton’s emails. Security experts were later able to link these attacks 

with the notorious Russian backed group ‘Cozy Bear’ or ‘APT28’ and hackers at Dutch 

intelligence agency AIVD were successfully able to infiltrate the computer network of 

‘Cozy Bear’ in Moscow to get evidence of their hacking of DNC systems107. AIVD later 

deducted the relationship between ‘Cozy Bear’ and Kremlin. 

 

Hacking During European Elections 

 Borrowing from the successful playbook of meddling in the 2016 U.S. 

presidential elections, in 2017 the Kremlin allegedly tried to influence the outcome of 

French and German national elections. U.S. intelligence is confident that Russians tried 

to sway the French presidential election by hacking into and leaking emails belonging to 

the centrist candidate, Emmanuel Macron.108  

 Using hacking as an effective tool to gain access to sensitive information, 

Russians also tried to sway German elections in 2017 by placing malware in the German  

government network. German security experts blamed the Kremlin-linked group 

“APT28” or the “Cozy Bear” group for hacking into the defense and foreign ministries.109 

In another instance, the United Kingdom GCHQ’s Cyber Security Center warned of 
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possible state-sponsored malicious cyber activity that sought to impact UK energy, 

manufacturing, and water services sectors.110 

 

Fake News 

Misinformation or propaganda campaigns have long been part of the political 

landscape. George Orwell’s novel 1984,111 although published in 1949, predicted a 

political future run by misinformation. People in the 21st century can relate to Orwell’s 

vision of society, especially after the 2016 U.S. presidential election. An unrestricted 

information flow, unhampered by geographical boundaries and helped by digital media 

platforms, has amplified the possibility of an Orwellian society. Effective propaganda 

campaigns have been used by almost every country in the world as part of the 

information warfare strategy. During the Cold War era, traditional misinformation 

campaigns generally originated from within physical borders, making them easier to 

identify.  

During the 2016 elections, a new/old phrase began to appear: fake news, which is 

viewed by the World Economic Forum as one of the top perils to open societies.112 Fake 

news generally spreads via digital media as people and bots post deceptive or incorrect 

information on social media under the guise of legitimate news, hoping to influence 

public opinion. In the Summer of 2016, Republican presidential candidate Donald J. 
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Trump used the term “fake news” to describe any news from media sources that he 

considered unfriendly.  

While Trump was labeling opposition media as fake, Kremlin-backed groups and 

companies orchestrated a powerful disinformation campaign as part of their efforts to 

influence the electoral outcome of the 2016 election. Stories about Pope Francis 

endorsing Donald Trump, or Hillary Clinton supplying weapons to terrorist organizations 

went viral through various social media platforms like Facebook.113  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Examples of Fake News Chatter. 

 
Source: Twitter 
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Fake News and U.S. Presidential Elections 

U.S. intelligence chiefs have alleged Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. 

presidential elections on multiple occasions. A report from the Director of National 

Intelligence revealed Russia’s role in disseminating fake news through Russian 

Television and a network of state-sponsored trolls resulted in strong penetration of social 

media platforms in the US. The report states:  

Russia’s state-run propaganda machine—comprised of its domestic media 
apparatus, outlets targeting global audiences such as RT and Sputnik, and 
a network of quasi-government trolls—contributed to the influence 
campaign by serving as a platform for Kremlin messaging to Russian and 
international audiences. State-owned Russian media made increasingly 
favorable comments about President-elect Trump as the 2016 US general 
and primary election campaigns progressed while consistently offering 
negative coverage of Secretary Clinton.114  
 

 A Russia-backed group coordinated its efforts with Kremlin-sponsored 

mainstream media outlets like RT (formerly Russia Today). RT editors also aligned 

themselves with WikiLeaks, and boasted of their special relationship with WikiLeaks 

founder, Julian Assange.115 WikiLeaks was later influential in accessing and leaking 

emails relate to the Democratic National Committee and Hillary Clinton’s campaign.  

Russia-backed trolls made liberal use of various social media platforms like 

Facebook to promote sponsored fake news under the guise of real information. According 

to an indictment from the current (2018) investigation by Special Counsel Robert 

Mueller, Russians spent more than $1.25 million every month on Facebook campaigns in 
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support of Project Lakhta.116 The Washington Post analyzed some of the Russia- 

sponsored fake news that became popular during the 2016 U.S. election. Although most 

of the ads were in fact sponsored, they were designed to look like they originated from 

authentic U.S. groups or individuals. Majority of the ads were promoted to inflate 

negative public sentiment against then Democratic candidate, Hillary Clinton.  

 

 

Figure 8. Examples of Fake News on Social Media 

Source: Keating et al., 2017.  
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During the campaign season, many Americans saw Russia-sponsored free and 

paid posts directed against Hillary Clinton. Metadata released by U.S. Congressional 

Democrats offered a glimpse into the Russian fake news machine. A sample of some of 

the popular posts is shared by the Washington Post. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Fake News 

Source:  https://www.google.com/search?q=https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/+2017/ 
business/russian-ads-facebook-targeting/?utm_term%3D.2f683fc95449&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ& 
sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjorsqO8dneAhUM3FMKHeeBD3gQsAR6BAgDEAE&biw=1680&bih=889#imgrc
=3RrAaRXl7p_nCM: 
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According to Facebook, more than 3,000 Facebook ads that were purchased by 

470 accounts associated with International Research Agency, a Russian troll farm, have 

been shut down by the company.117 Facebook CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, admitted:  

The integrity of our elections is fundamental to democracy around the 
world. That’s why we’ve built teams dedicated to working on election 
integrity and preventing governments from interfering in the elections of 
other nations. And as we’ve shared before, our teams have found and shut 
down thousands of fake accounts that could be attempting to influence 
elections in many countries, including recently in the French elections.118 
 

In addition to social media, Russians also made full use of its state-sponsored 

media network RT. With $190 million in annual funding from the Kremlin, the channel 

reached 550 million people worldwide.119 Although the Kremlin denies any involvement 

in the U.S. presidential election, Robert Mueller’s probe into foreign interference is still 

ongoing and has indicted more than a dozen Russian individuals and firms.  

 

Fake News and European National Elections 

After the 2016 U.S. presidential election, U.S. and European intelligence agencies 

became concerned about possible Russian meddling in the French and German national 

elections of 2017. Despite cautionary steps taken by the French security infrastructure, 

fake news began surfacing against presidential candidate Emmanuel Macron, calling him 
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a supporter of Muslim sharia law, alleging that Al-Qaida supported him,120 and that 

Macron had a secret fund in an offshore account in the Bahamas.121 Russian state-

sponsored media Sputnik reported that the candidate might have been acting in the 

interests of U.S. financial markets,122 while other fake news claimed that Macron’s 

campaign was funded by Saudi Arabia.123 While it might be true that fake news did not 

have the same impact in the French elections as it did in the U.S. presidential election, 

Russian efforts to sway the French elections resulted in pre-election opinion polls that  

divided the far-right candidate Marine La Pen, the left-wing candidate Jean-Luc 

Melenchon, and the pro-Europe candidate Emmanuel Macron.124  

In Germany, Europe’s most powerful leader, Chancellor Angela Merkel, geared 

up to confront tactics similar to those faced by the U.S. and French election processes. In 

2015, a large number of emails were stolen from her political allies during several hacks 

by “Cozy Bear,” and Merkel was afraid that, during the election period, information 

might make its way through human and bot-managed fake news.125 As a preemptive 

strike on fake news, the German parliament passed a law imposing fines of up to $50 
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million against Facebook and other social media outlets that do not promptly remove 

“illegal content.”126 Similar to the German Network Enforcement Act,127 the European 

Union also took measures to reduce the impact of fake news. Due to upfront aggressive 

actions by Germany, fake news did not yield similar results in their national elections.  
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Chapter VII 
 

Analysis 
 
 
 

Dov Levin has extensively covered the empirical evidence and traditional 

methods used by the world’s leading powers, the United States and Russia, to interfere in 

foreign elections. However, his research study only covers up to 2000.128 Thereafter, 

actions in cyberspace took over when it came to infrastructure, information sharing, 

public dialogue, and international relations.  

Under international law, meddling by a foreign power with voter counts or voting 

machines amounts to intervention in the domestic affairs of a state, thus providing the 

basis for being charged with a violation of the international principles of sovereignty and 

nonintervention.129 Cyberspace provides not only potential new domains for state and 

non-state interaction,130 but also the possibility of cyber threats against the principles of 

sovereignty by providing an efficient but opaque mode of possible intervention. Since 

states frequently engage in peacetime espionage and coercive activities as part of their 

statecraft, experts are divided between the legality and illegality of such activities131 

when conducted as a one-off campaign. The Tallinn Manual states: “Although peacetime 
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cyber espionage by states does not per se violate international law, the method by which 

it is carried out might do so.”132  

Cyberspace has dramatically altered global practice of the principles of 

nonintervention by accelerating an aggressor’s efforts and making it difficult to clearly 

attribute individual actions with a specific state. Before analyzing the legality of current 

international practice, it is important to understand the legal status of tactics used by 

major world powers especially in case of  Russian practices that sought to influence the 

2016 U.S. elections, which is the focus of this thesis.  

The birth of the digital age introduced the world to cyber espionage, but it is 

important to understand that the concept of sovereignty reigns over the cyber 

infrastructure situated within the geographical boundaries of a State and espionage 

activities against such infrastructure are considered violation of the State’s sovereignty.133 

Tallinn Manual states: “A State enjoys sovereign authority with regard to the cyber 

infrastructure, persons, and cyber activities located within its territory, subject to its 

international legal obligations.”134 Therefore, a State can protect its cyber infrastructure 

through internal laws and measures. However, if all states are engaging in espionage 

during peacetime, it is difficult to single out one state’s efforts to utilize a particular form 

of espionage.135  

When analyzing Russia’s intervention in the US and European pre-election 

processes, it should be understood that Russian actions were not isolated events but were 
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part of a carefully orchestrated campaign intended to influence the outcomes of the 

respective processes. Hacking of Democratic National Committee servers (DNC) was 

cyber espionage undertaken by Russian actors, which some scholars may believe is 

legal.136 However, most legal scholars viewed those Russian actions as a violation of U.S. 

sovereignty—not because cyber espionage is involved, but because the responsible actors 

were conducted the interference from another state’s territory without the knowledge or 

consent of the target state.137  

It is also important to note that computer hacking is usually prosecuted under a 

country’s domestic civil or criminal legal structures. Most scholars would consider 

Russian hacking of the DNC servers as a form of sabotage and therefore be found in 

violation of the ICJ’s ruling in Nicaragua v. United States.138 Hacking of the DNC servers 

sought to leak damaging emails with the intent of negatively impacting Hillary Clinton’s 

political campaign.139 This was not just a standalone action of cyber espionage that 

mattered in this case; it also brought into perspective the Russian objective of hoping to 

alter the outcome of the 2016 presidential election through a series of alleged meetings 

and alleged possible coordination with the Trump campaign.  

The Russian also mounted DDoS attacks on the DNC, which were part of the 

campaign to influence the U.S. elections. Although much of the conversation about the 
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legality of these DDoS attacks falls under domestic law,140 the larger and more sinister 

intent behind the DDoS attacks was to undermine public confidence in the Western 

democratic process.  

Fake news was another tool used by the Russians. Through Facebook and other 

social media platforms, trolls tried to direct traffic toward websites run by alleged 

Russian operatives. Fake news, such as a story about Hillary Clinton and other 

Democrats running a child sex ring at a pizza shop,141 attempted to sway voter turnout in 

favor of the Republican nominee, Donald Trump. Research by Hunt Allcott and Matthew 

Gentzkow showed that fake news tilted heavily in favor of Trump. There were some 115 

pro-Trump fake stories shared 30 million times on Facebook, compared to 41 pro-Clinton 

fake stories shared 7.6 million times,152 and 38 million Facebook shared stories translated 

into 760 million user views. Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s recent indictment142 of 13 

Russian nationals and three companies corroborates the findings by Allcott and 

Gentzkow.  

As noted earlier, propaganda has been part of state and military operations for 

centuries.143 States recognize the role of state-sponsored media in disseminating false 

                                                 
140 Jerry Wegman and Alexander Korzyk, “Internet denial of service attacks: Legal, technical and 
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information that may affect public dialogue. Accelerated global communication through 

digital media has loosened government controls on communication channels—but this 

has also provided opportunities for groups or governments to weaponize such 

channels.144 U.S. domestic law makes it challenging to effectively combat fake news.145 

However, even with disagreements regarding the extent the U.S. government has pledged 

to observe global norms while operating in cyberspace, destructive use of information 

can still violate Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.146 Analyses of fake news campaigns 

seeking to alter the outcome of an election is part of a larger effort to benefit an aggressor 

and demonstrates a clear violation of customary international law and treaties.  

Since the alleged Russian intervention in U.S. domestic affairs in 2016, it has 

proven challenging to clearly attribute the actions of so-called non-state actors with the 

Russian government. The Tallinn Manual states that the actions of non-state actors are 

attributable to a state if they are either directed by the state or if the state has “effective 

control” over them.147 Similarly, the International Law Commission requires direct 

instructions or influence from a state in order to make attributions of violations to a 

specific state.148 Since it is crucial to identify instructions, directions, and control by a 
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state regarding violations by non-state actors, the U.S. Department of Justice is diligently 

collecting evidence of possible coordination or collusion between the Russian 

government and the Trump campaign. While Mueller conducts his investigation, a 

declassified version of a classified report prepared by the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

(FBI), the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National Security Agency (NSA) 

claims direct involvement of Russian government in the 2016 U.S. elections.149  

Traditional international legal norms require a period of deliberation between 

member of international institutions like ICJ and the UN before deciding on possible 

judgment or retaliation, which in any case may not apply in cases of cyberspace 

intervention. Currently, a typical response from a victim state is immediate retaliation 

without undertaking the proper attribution process. For example, the U.S. retaliated 

almost immediately when North Korea attacked Sony pictures, and the Obama 

administration took a number of steps after finding probable Russian interference in the 

2016 U.S. elections.150  

The bar for determining a bona fide violation is set very high under current 

international customary and treaty laws; however, despite deficiencies in the current 

international legal framework, it remains challenging to reach a consensus among states 

in a world that is highly polarized. It is therefore recommended that the international 

community either accepts current practice as part of its framework of customary law, or 
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reconvene to determine a better and more effective legal structure for ensuring global 

adherence to the principles of nonintervention and state sovereignty. 
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Chapter VIII 
 

Conclusion 
 
 
 

Pre-election intervention in a foreign election is a violation of current 

international treaties, customary international law, and judgments passed by the 

International Court of Justice. Although both Russia and U.S. have interfered in foreign 

elections through coercion and espionage since World War II, cyberspace and digital 

media have become extensions to statecraft for influencing the domestic affairs of a 

foreign country. Due to today’s interconnected world, current practice between countries 

seems to have outgrown established international law and customs, blurring the 

boundaries of the principles of sovereignty and nonintervention.  

From my discussion of alleged Russian intervention in U.S. elections and other 

examples of cyber espionage, it is evident that without a means of determining clear 

attribution, the international legal framework is unable to associate cyber aggression 

against a state’s domestic affairs, and therefore it is unable to provide remedies under the 

current framework. Pre-electoral intervention by powerful foreign countries is not a new 

concept, as many entities and nations have tried to extend their strategic goals by 

influencing political outcomes in other countries.  

Cyberspace, especially digital media, has proven to be one of the most prolific 

and powerful tools for extending the capabilities of states to deploy efficient but obscure 

efforts to expand their reach. Although cyber espionage and coercion through digital 

media pose a major challenge when attempting to make direct attribution, similar 
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challenges have been faced by the traditional methods of espionage and coercion. Levin’s 

outline of foreign intervention activities since World War II151 (refer back to Figure 1) 

shows a stark similarity to activities conducted today by major national powers.  

The advent of cyberspace introduced the elements of speed and obscurity of 

execution. While the principles of sovereignty and foreign nonintervention are globally 

understood and accepted, traditional practices of statecraft that violate these global norms 

and laws have increased and accelerated. Customary international law and treaties were 

agreed in the twentieth century with the expectation of coordinating behaviors between 

states that would observe traditional scenarios. But the introduction of cyberspace, social 

media, and other digital platforms now demands a second look at today’s current legal 

framework.  

More advanced countries have rapidly transitioned their traditional commerce, 

social infrastructure, and military structures as a result of cyberspace. Deliberate attacks 

on these platforms can have far-reaching effects on a victim country (e.g., my examples 

of North Korea’s attack on Sony Pictures, the Stuxnet attack on Iranian nuclear sites, 

Chinese attacks on U.S. commercial infrastructure, and the 2016 Russian attacks on DNC 

servers). The current laws governing clear attribution must be revisited in order to 

comply with the U.N. Charter that has set a high bar for identifying a threat and its 

potential remedy. For now, customary international law is proving to be insufficient, 

leaving much to a state’s interpretation which in turn may result in global disorder.  

Finally, it is important to reiterate that every nation has a responsibility to protect 

its citizens and to ensure that national elections are fair and unaffected by overt or covert 

interventions from foreign elements. But with the introduction of cloud-based digital 
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platforms, citizens can become part of a network that exists outside the geographic 

boundaries of a state. The introduction of barriers to free speech or attempts to control the 

flow of information by regulating cyberspace in some defined geographic boundary may 

adversely affect existing international treaties and customary international laws of free 

speech and freedom of information, thereby proving counterproductive and 

compromising trust.  
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